
The Data Protection Company

Cloud Application Protection Service - CAPS 
Backup and Recovery for Google Workspace 

Your Strongest Weapon Against Data Loss

Google Workspace does not provide automatic data backup, only offering minimal protection against data 
deletions, overwrites, and ransomware. As a Google Workspace customer, you are responsible for ensuring 
the necessary protection of your data. 
Protect your data with the world‘s only independent cloud specializing in SaaS data protection.

Recover in minutes

Easily search your Google Workspace applications to restore data in seconds, even if a full disaster recovery is 
required. You can recover everything, whether it‘s an email, a single user, or an entire user account.

Secure your Data

The moment you create a backup of your data with SEP CAPS, it is stored in an immutable state, thus protected from 
ransomware. Our blockchain-verified storage and file system ensure unparalleled security.

Easy setup

Enjoy the benefit of a simple set-and-forget installation that requires no time-consuming training. 
You pay a flat fee per user with no hidden costs, including unlimited data storage. 
As your needs grow, your environment can be easily tailored accordingly.
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A 100% cloud-based solution for secure and easy 
backup, search and restoration
Unlimited storage space - automatic detection of new users - free data archiving for inactive users -
custom retention policies - simple, granular, and time-specific restoration - role-based access management - 
compliant with legal requirements

The Data Protection Company

SIMPLICITY

DISCOVERY SECURITY

Always safe

Described by analysts as 
industry-leading, our 

platform has been built 
from the ground up for 

ultimate security.

Data availability

Exclusively dedicated 
to safeguarding 

SaaS data, SEP CAPS‘ 
proprietary cloud is 

designed to ensure data 
availability - always.

Simplicity First

A single service that 
covers all SaaS data 

protection needs. 
Popular among 

administrators for its 
user-friendliness.

Cost-effective

To make everything 
simple, all costs, 
plus international 

support, are included 
in the license price. 

Instant recovery

Restore your data in 
seconds with our diverse 

search and restore 
features, thanks to 

extremely fast indexing 
algorithms.

Contact: +49 8024 463310, sales@sep.de, SEP AG, Konrad-Zuse-Straße 5, 83607 Holzkirchen, Germany                                     scan me   
Get a free 14-day trial version at: https://www.sepsoftware.com/sep-sesam/sep-caps/                                            for the trial version

Worldwide, companies rely on SEP CAPS

Customers around the globe have chosen SEP CAPS as their preferred tool against data loss and downtime. 
Here are some reasons why they trust SEP CAPS:


